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they were healthy and vigorous and for less if they were not.
. . . More expensive negroes went inland through the
other ports; but since cotton-growing was an essentially
dangerous industry by reason of its extreme laboriousness,
the negroes seldom lived for more than a year in South
Carolina ... at any rate before the invention of the
cotton gin. So Boston, with its steady attention to trade,
developed, as you might say, a good household article in
that particular type of perishable goods and kept up a steady
supply. It then turned its attention to the job of getting hold
of the wealth manufactured by its $200 negroes. The whole
energies of those Colonies could not be devoted to the slave-
trade. It was in any case seasonal, just as farming was, the
seasons interacting for both types of employment.
But by 1820 the slave-trade was beginning to fall off
in the face of what we may call world conscience, and it
became evident to the lusty slavers that if they were to
continue to prosper they must evolve a slave-system of their
own. They already had a considerable proportion of their
population engaged in home industries. Families would
engage themselves partly in cash-grain growing, or rough,
self-sufficing cultures, and partly in home manufactures.
In the beginning their wares were mostly home-consumed,
but lusty youths and others who found the home atmosphere
insupportable would, even before the Revolution., put
packs filled with "notions'* on their backs and go seeking
partly pleasure and experience, partly profit, into the
South parts.
The South in the beginning got most of its luxuries from
England, but the pedlars, selling small domestic articles'
such as pannikins, nutmeg-graters, clocks, ribbons, or
tinder boxes, made by hand at home, managed to keep up a
fair trade in the districts of the South more remote from the
sea-ports. They took in return mostly indigo and simples
with which New England dyed its woollens and cured its
colds in the head and constipations. And in the remoter
districts like inland North Carolina their coming was
awaited eagerly. They brought not merely the little gadgets
of culture arid decoration but the atmosphere of the outer

